Flow cytometry is a popular technology for quantitative single-cell profiling of cell surface markers. It enables expression measurement of tens of cell surface protein markers in millions of single cells. It is a powerful tool for discovering cell sub-populations and quantifying cell population heterogeneity. Traditionally, scientists use manual gating to identify cell types, but the process is subjective and is not effective for large multidimensional data. Many clustering algorithms have been developed to analyse these data but most of them are not scalable to very large data sets with more than ten million cells. Here, we present a new clustering algorithm that combines the advantages of density-based clustering algorithm DBSCAN with the scalability of grid-based clustering. This new clustering algorithm is implemented in python as an open source package, FlowGrid. FlowGrid is memory efficient and scales linearly with respect to the number of cells. We have evaluated the performance of FlowGrid against other state-of-the-art clustering programs and found that FlowGrid produces similar clustering results but with substantially less time. For example, FlowGrid can complete clustering on a data set of 23.6 million cells in less than 12 seconds, while other algorithms take more than 500 seconds or fail to produce any clustering result. FlowGrid is an ultrafast clustering algorithm for large single-cell flow cytometry data. The source code is available at https://github.com/VCCRI/FlowGrid. Recent technological advancement has made it possible to quantitatively measure the 2 expression of a handful of protein markers in millions of cells in a flow cytometry 3 experiment [11]. The ability to profile such a large number of cells allows us to gain 4 insight into cellular heterogeneity at an unprecedented resolution. Traditionally, cell 5 types are identified based on manual gating of several markers in flow cytometry data.
Introduction 1 which makes it impractical for routine usage. Flock [8] could maintain a high accuracy 16 and reasonable runtime. After the challenge, several algorithms have been built for flow 17 cytometry data analysis such as FlowPeaks [3] , FlowSOM [10] and BayesFlow [6] . 18 FlowPeaks and Flock are largely based on k-means clustering. k-means clustering 19 requires the number of clusters (k) to be defined prior to the analysis. It is hard to 20 determine a suitable k in practice. FlowPeaks performs k-means clustering with a large 21 initial k, and iteratively merges nearby clusters that are not separated by low density 22 regions into one cluster. Flock utilises grids to identify high density regions, which the 23 algorithm then uses to identify initial cluster centres for k-means clustering. This 24 grid-based method of identifying high density region allows k-means clustering to 25 converge much quicker compared to using random initialisation of cluster centres, and 26 also directly identifies a suitable value for k. FlowSOM starts with training 27 Self-Organising Map (SOM), followed by consensus hierarchical clustering of the cells 28 for meta-clustering. In the algorithm, the number of clusters (k) is required for 29 meta-clustering. 30 BayesFlow uses a Bayesian hierarchical model to identify different cell populations in 31 one or many samples. The key benefit of this method is its ability to incorporate prior 32 knowledge, and captures the variability in shapes and locations of populations between 33 the samples [6] . However, BayesFlow tend to be computational expensive as Markov 34 Chain Monte Carlo sampling requires a large number of iterations. Therefore,
35
BayesFlow is often impractical for flow cytometry data sets of realistic size.
36
These algorithms perform well on the Flow-CAP data sets, but they may not be 37 scalable to larger data sets that we are dealing with nowadays -those with tens of 38 millions of cells. Aiming to quantify cell population heterogeneity in huge data sets, we 39 have to develop an ultrafast and scalable clustering algorithm.
40
In this paper, we present a new clustering algorithm that combines the benefit of 41 DBSCAN [2] (a widely-based density-based clustering algorithm) and a grid-based 42 approach to achieve scalability. DBSCAN is fast and can detect clusters with complex 43 shapes in the presence of outliers [2] . DBSCAN starts with identifying core points that 44 have a large number of neighbours within a user-defined region. Once the core points 45 are found, nearby core points and closely located non-core points are grouped together 46 to form clusters. This algorithm will identify clusters that are defined as high-density 47 regions that are separated by the low-density regions. However, DBSCAN is memory 48 inefficient if the data set is very large, or has large highly connected components.
49
To reduce the computational search space and memory requirement, our algorithm 50 extends the idea of DBSCAN by using equal-spaced grids like Flock. We implemented 51 our algorithm in an open source python package called FlowGrid. Using a range of real 52 data sets, we demonstrate that FlowGrid is much faster than other state-of-the-art flow 53 cytometry clustering algorithms, and produce similar clustering results. The detail of 54 the algorithm is presented in the Methods section.
55

Methods
56
The key idea of our algorithm is to replace the calculation of density from individual 57 points to discrete bins as defined by a uniform grid. This way, the clustering step of the 58 algorithm will scale with the number of non-empty bins, which is significantly smaller
The key terms involved in the algorithm are defined in this subsection. An graphical 66 example can be found in Figure 1 .
67
• N bin is the number of equally sized bins in each dimension. In theory, there are 68 (N bin ) d bins in the data space, where d is the number of dimensions. However, in 69 practice, we only consider the non-empty bins. The number of non-empty bins 70 (N ) is less than (N bin ) d , especially for high dimensional data. Each non-empty 71 bin is assigned an integer index i = 1 . . . N .
72
• Bin i is labelled by a tuple with d positive integers
where C i1 is the coordinate (the bin index) at dimension 1. For example, if Bin i 74 has coordinate C i = (2, 3, 5), this bin is located in second bin in dimension 1, 75 third bin in dimension 2 and the fifth bin in dimension 3.
76
• The distance between Bin i and Bin j is defined as
• Bin i and Bin j are defined to be directly connected if Dist(C i , C j ) , where is 78 a user-specified parameter. 
• Bin i is a core bin if 82 1. Den b (C i ) is larger than M inDen b , a user-specified parameter. 83 2. Den b (C i ) is larger than ρ% of its directly connected bins, where ρ is a 84 user-specified parameter. 85 3. Den c (C i ) is larger than M inDen c , a user-specified parameter.
86
• Bin i is border bin if it is not a core bin but it is directly connected to a core bin. 87
• Bin i is a outlier bin, if it is not a core bin nor a border bin.
88
• Bin a and Bin b are in the same cluster, if they satisfy one of the following 89 conditions: 90 1. they are directly connected and at least one of them is core bin; 91 2. they are not directly connected but are connected by a sequence of directly 92 connected core bins.
93
• Two points are in the same cluster, if they belong to the same bin or their 94 corresponding bins are in the same cluster. 95 
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Algorithm 96 Algorithm 1 describes the key steps of FlowGrid, starting with normalising the values in 97 each dimension to range between 1 and (N bin + 1). Then, we use the integer part of the 98 normalised value as the coordinate of its corresponding bin. Then, the SearchCore 99 algorithm is applied to discover the core bins and their directly connected bins. Once The input of radiusNeighbors is all non-empty bins, the query bin and the maximum 104 query distance . The output is the bins whose distance with the query bin are less than 105 (including the query bin). The multi-centre CyTOF data from Li et al. [7] provide a labelled data set with 16 119 samples. Each samples contains 40,000-70,000 cells and 26 markers. Since only only 8 120 out fo 26 markers are determined to be relevant markers in the original paper [7] , only 121 these 8 markers were used for clustering. 122 We also used three data sets from the SeaFlow project [5] and they contain many forward scatter (small and perpendicular), phycoerythrin, and chlorophyll (small) [5] .
128
In the evaluation, we treat the manual gating label as the gold standard for 129 measuring the quality of clustering. In the pre-precessing step, we apply the inverse 130 hyperbolic function with the factor of 5 to transform the multi-centre data and the 131 SeaFlow data. As the Flow-CAP and multi-centre CyTOF data contain many samples 132
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and we treat each sample as a data set, we run all algorithms on each sample and 133 evaluate the ARI and runtime, and report the arithmetic means (x) and standard 134 deviation (sd). For the Seaflow data sets, we treat each concatenated data set as a data 135 set. In the evaluation, all algorithms are applied on these concatenated data sets, 136 measured by ARI and runtime.
137
To evaluate the scalability of each algorithm, we down-sampled the largest 138 concatenated data set from the SeaFlow project, generating 10 sub-sampled data sets in 139 which the number of cells ranges from 20 thousand to 20 million. 140 Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) is used to measure the clustering performance. ARI is 141 the corrected-for-chance version of the Rand index [4] . Although it may result in 142 negative values if the index is less than expected, it tends to be more robust than many 143 other measures like F-measure and Rand index.
144
ARI is calculated as follow. Given a set S of n elements, and two groups of cluster 145 labels (one group of ground truth label and one group of predicted labels) of these 146 elements, namely X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X r } and Y = {Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y s }, the overlap between 147 X and Y can be summarised by n ij where n ij denotes the number of objects in common 148 between X i and Y j :
where a i = j n ij and b j = i n ij FlowPeaks and Flock provide automated version without any user-input parameter. 159 FlowSOM requires one user-supplied parameter (k, the number of clusters in 160 meta-clustering step). FlowGrid requires two user-supplied parameters (bin n and ). To 161 optimise the result, we have tried many k for FlowSOM and many combinations of bin n 162 and for our algorithm. Table 1 summaries the performance of our algorithm and three other algorithms -165 FlowSOM, FlowPeaks, and Flock in terms of runtime. Our algorithm is substantially 166 faster than other clustering algorithms in all the data sets. This improvement is runtime 167 is especially substantial in the Seaflow data sets. FLOCK and FlowPeaks sometimes fail 168 to complete in some of the data sets. In a data set of 23.6 million cells, FlowSOM 169 completes execution in 572 seconds, whereas FlowGrid complete the execution in only 170 12 seconds. This is a 50x speed up. Table 2 summaries the clustering accuracy 171 performance. In Flow-CAP and the multi-centre data sets, FlowGrid shares the similar 172 clustering accuracy (in terms of ARI) with other clustering algorithms but in Seaflow 173 data sets, FlowGrid gives higher accuracy than other clustering algorithms. many clusters in this case. It is important to note that FlowGrid also identifies cells 178 that do not belong to a main cluster (i.e., a high density region). These cells can be 179 viewed as 'outliers', and are labelled as '-1' in Figure 2 . This is a feature that is not 180 present in other clustering algorithms.
181
To further evaluate the scalability of the algorithms, we sub-sampled one Seaflow 182 data set and the sampled data range from 20 thousand to 20 million cells. Figure 2   183 shows the scalability of our algorithm and three other algorithms. Flock has a low 184 runtime when processing a small data set, but its runtime dramatically increases to 185 6,640 seconds for a 20 million-cell data set. FlowPeaks and FlowSOM share similar 186 scalability but FlowPeaks is not able to execute 20 million data set. Our algorithm have 187 the best performance in the evaluation as FlowGrid is faster than other algorithm in all 188 the sampled data by an order of magnitude. Like other density or grid based clustering algorithms, the parameters are sensitive. 201 Our personal experience is that the parameter M inDen b (which is mainly used to 202 reduce the query space of core bins) is not sensitive. The parameter M inDen c (which 203 describes the minimum points within the high density region) is also not sensitive.
204
Bin n and are sensitive. In practice, we may need to vary these two parameters to 205 achieve high accuracy. Nonetheless, with the extremely fast runtime, it is quite possible 206 to run FlowGrid many times with different combinations of parameters.
207
The current implementation of FlowGrid is already very fast for most practical 208 purposes. In the future, if the data size grows even larger, it is possible to further speed 209 up FlowGrid by parallelising the binning step of the algorithm, the most 210 computationally intensive step of the algorithm. Core Border Outlier Empty Figure 1 . An illustrative example of the FlowGrid clustering algorithm. In the example in Figure 1 , Bin 1, Bin 2, Bin 3 and Bin 6 are core bins as their Den b are larger than M inDen b (5 in this example), their Den c are larger than M inDen c (20 in this example), and their Den b are larger than ρ% (75% in this example) of its directly connected bins. Dist(C 1 , C 2 ) = √ 1 2 + 1 2 = √ 2< (1.5 in this example), so Bin 1 and Bin 2 are directly connected. Dist(C 2 , C 4 ) = √ 1 2 + 1 2 = √ 2< , so Bin 2 and Bin 4 are directly connected. Therefore, Bin 1, Bin 2 and Bin 4 are mutually connected, and they are assigned into the same cluster. Bin 5 is not a core bin but is a border bin, as it is directly connected to Bin 6, which is a core bin. Bin 3 is a outlier bin, as it is not a core bin nor a border bin. In practice, M inDen b is set to be 5 and ρ is set to be 85. 
